
1) Thoroughly strip and clean the substrate, so it is free of all wax, sealers, soil and greases.

2) Apply Tile Seal onto a small area of the floor. If the sealer separates like oil and water or has  
fish-eyes, then the floor’s surface tension will not allow the sealer’s application. Unlike resilient 
flooring, typically these harder surfaces do not allow for the modification of the surface tension  
with a pad.

3)  Apply 2-3 applications of Tile Seal on ceramic, porcelain, and quarry tile. Two applications are 
acceptable if the sealer’s appearance is attractive. The spread rate is 5,000 - 6,000 sq. feet per gallon 
per application on non-porous surfaces. The first application often has less coverage per gallon. 
Apply product with a flat microfiber pad and a trigger sprayer on a quart bottle or a standard garden 
pump up sprayer can be used. Avoid sprayers which introduce air under higher pressures. Apply a 
mist of product onto the section just before the product is spread with a standard microfiber pad. 
Do sections 3’ x 4’ or 3’ x 5’ at a time. If one person is spraying and one person is spreading, then the 
spraying should be “just before” the person spreads in the section. Do NOT apply too much product 
onto the floor. If the product is “White” when you spread the product, then there is too much of the 
sealer applied to the floor. Do NOT Pull Product from one section onto another. Do NOT overwork the 
product. Do spread product onto adjoining sections by a couple of inches to avoid skips. Do allow 
10 to 15 minutes for the product to dry before applying the next application, to burnish, or to allow 
typical commercial traffic to resume.  

Caution: Keep water off the floor for 8 hours.

An alternative application method is to use a Spray Microfiber Floor Mop with a quart bottle on the 
stem and a trigger at the top of the pole to release a spray in front of the microfiber pad. Typically,  
two sprays is an appropriate amount of sealer to spread across an area 18” wide and 36” forward.

Scrubbing the floor with a red pad and Micron Clean (2 oz./gallon of water), then burnishing  during 
the first week or two after application is a best practice for removing marks/scuffs/surface scratches 
from the sealer during its initial curing.
 
Additional instructions on Product Data Sheets and other resources are available at  
www.neverstrip.com.

Cleaning and Maintenance:  Click here for instructions.

Category: Micron
System: Micron Clean & Seal - Ceramic, Porcelain & Quarry Tile

Product: NeverStrip Tile Seal
Surfaces: Ceramic, Porcelain, Quarry Tile
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https://www.amazon.com/Rubbermaid-1892663-Reveal-Spray-Mop/dp/B00FEBARJE/ref=asc_df_B00FEBARJE?tag=bngsmtphsnus-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=79920869053520&hvnetw=s&hvqmt=e&hvbmt=be&hvdev=c&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=&hvtargid=pla-4583520395844538&psc=1
https://static.mywebsites360.com/cb8bccf89aea4ce29987689e464fa8b4/r/dfd79220bafd47f0b1bfb0dc1dd47fb0/1/Cleaning-Maintenance_Micron_040822.pdf
http://www.neverstrip.com/
http://www.neverstrip.com/
http://www.neverstrip.com/

